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Story 25 - THE COPS THAT STICK TOGETHER AND LIE TOGETHER  

We have two cases here of bullying and threats by cops. 

 Our first incident involves an elderly pensioner who was wrestled to the ground by POLICE 

CONSTABLE DAVID MORTON of the Derbyshire Constabulary. The matter was over a parking 

ticket, and Mr Gordon Slack 90yrs, was left bleeding with cuts to his face. The Row continued 

even after Paula Martin a police community support officer arrived. The pensioner's 

daughter saw the whole thing and she was also manhandled by Morton. He denies using 

excessive force and who is supporting his version? why of course, -- Paula Martin the PCSO? 

 Case 2 - the recent headline case of POLICE CHIEF ALI DIZAEI a now disgraced cop, who has 

been under investigation for years, and for most of that time escaped going to jail for 

corruption. This would not be so appalling if it were not for the fact that this man had great 

power and was a COMMANDER at SCOTLAND YARD. He was in a corruption scandal seven 

years ago accused of corruption and taking bribes, but the prosecution failed and he walked 

away with an£80,000 payout. Strangely enough, it was this little case that was to be his 

undoing. In a restaurant he was approached by web-designer Al- Baghdadi whom he owed 

money to. The encounter turned ugly as The Commander did not like being shown up or 

having his authority thrown aside by this ordinary citizen. Threats ensued from the 

Commander who then used his power to have the man arrested and thrown in a cell. He then 

fabricated a story of assault against himself and used the police force to back up his claim. 

They of course did, except for the ones that had lost the 2003 case, this was the break they 

had been looking for. They knew he was telling lies and using bully tactics, he had done this 

at the former trial. Luckily, the Commander is now serving four years in jail for attempting to 

pervert the course of justice and trying to frame a man on a fabricated charge. 

Case 418 - Race-Hate mail Officer sacked from Force 

METROPOLITAN POLICE SERGEANT GURPI VIRDI was unmasked as the mysterious ender of racist 

hate male to 18 colleagues (and himself - in order to throw off suspicion). His campaign against 

officers and civilian staff at Ealing Police base was proven and accepted by a disciplinary panel.   

Case 419 - Chief Inspector dismissed after car offences 

POLICE CHIEF INSPECTOR COLIN HALLINAN of the North Yorkshire Constabulary was fired from 

his job after admitting a list of driving offences. He appeared before the court for driving a car without 

the proper registration plates, without an MOT or tax disc and was fined £200. His career of 23 years 

came to an end over driving offences, but years earlier he was involved in a scandal that cost the force 

£1 million. He was at the time disciplined after reports of harassment of women officers and bizarre 

rituals at the Harrogate Police Station in 1992. The women colleagues received cash payouts in out- 

of-court settlements. 

Case 420 - Theft Cop is jailed for nine months 

POLICE CONSTABLE MICHAEL POWELL, a 23 year serving cop in The West Midlands Police was 

jailed for nine months for stealing £10,000 from a social club over five years to fund a gambling 

addiction. Powell was the treasurer at the police social club in Willenhall it was said at Wolverhampton 

Crown Court. 

Case 421 - Police Officer jailed for theft on pensioner 

POLICE CONSTABLE KEN DAVIES of the West Yorkshire Police was jailed for nine months after 



stealing £700 of life-savings from 80 year-old Doris Midwood. He appeared before the Leeds Crown 

Court. He visited the pensioner as part of a crime prevention task, and told her to put the money in a 

tin in the cupboard, but while she was out of the room he he took the cash from the tin. The £700 was 

found hidden under clothes at his Bradford home. 

Case 422 - Chief Super launching corruption clean-up resigns 

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT ROBERT TURNBULL - Deputy Chief Constable of the Cleveland Cops 

suddenly quit the force after a 999 call was made from his home. Turnbull actually sacked Ray Mallon 

the ‘zero tolerance' cop earlier as he launched a corruption probe into detectives at the Middlesbrough 

base. 

Case 423 - Merseyside Detective Chief charged with corruption 

CHIEF INSPECTOR ANTHONY DOYLE, the Deputy head of the Merseyside Drugs Squad was 

arrested in a raid at his home. He appeared at Liverpool Crown Court on 24 charges under the 

prevention of corruption act. TWO OTHER OFFICERS ALSO ARRESTED AT THE SAME TIME have 

been charged 

Case 424 - Police Sergeant is nailed by video evidence 

COCKY POLICE SERGEANT IAN VALE who boasted that fellow cops know only what I tell them, was 

caught on video by a vice girl who was co-operating with a Scotland Yard Anti-corruption unit. Vale 

was blackmailing the girls and taking cash so that he remained silent and kept other cops away. 

Sergeant Vale of the Met Police was jailed for eight years.   

Case 425 - Detective Inspector on theft charges 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE BRENDON WHITEHEAD of the Middlesbrough Constabulary was charged 

with theft of items from his own police station. This concerned two recovered stolen boilers for central 

heating. One was fitted at the home of Russ Daglish -- DETECTIVE INSPECTOR RUSS DAGLISH 

who was also arrested and charged with handling stolen goods. Incidentally, Daglish shared this 

luxury home with partner SALLY ANN KNOWLES A LAWYER WITH THE CROWN PROSECUTION 

SERVICE. 

Case 426 - Booze smuggling detectives fined 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT JIM McSORLEY AND DETECTIVE CONSTABLE DAVE BROWN with the 

Middlesborough Police Force stripped out a van so that it would contain a huge booze haul. The 

illegal trip to france resulted in a stash of contraband spirits, beer and cigarettes which they drove 

through customs at Dover without declaring it- and only declaring they were cops. As a result the two 

officers were fined £1000 by the Customs. Officers in customs reckoned the pair had made around 12 

trips to Calais without being stopped on the way back. The booze and cigarettes were sold cheaply to 

other cops in the station. Apparently, the two appeared before the resigning chief Robert Turnbull who 

is featured earlier. 

Case 427 - Chief Inspector charged with theft 

WOMAN POLICE OFFICER CHIEF INSPECTOR KIM MOLLOY of The Nottingham Police Force was 

charged with shoplifting at a Tesco store. The officer of 20 years standing was said to have stolen 

cosmetics to the value of £12.72. 

Case 428 - Cop passes information to suspect criminals 

POLICE OFFICER CHARLES FLETCHER OF THE NOTTINGHAMSHIRE FORCE was sent to jail for 

using police computer data to benefit suspects in the murder of Nottingham jeweller Marian Bates. 

Fletcher was also using data to pass onto other outside contacts in return for favours. 

Case 429 - Detective uses unmarked car for seaside trips 

AN UN-NAMED WEST YORKSHIRE DETECTIVE IS DISMISSED FROM FORCE after it was 

discovered he was using his unmarked car to take family and friends to the seaside and other trips. 

The officer based in Leeds was only caught because the car had a ‘bug ' attached as this officer was 

being investigated for corruption. His colleague with the same crime unit was suspended for taking 



bribes from an informant who provided information about drug dealing in the city. 

Case 430 - Council of Europe investigates the UK Police 

AMID DISSATISFACTION OF THE U.K.POLICE and the complaints of failure to carry out proper 

disciplinary procedures, THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED UNDER THE 1987 EUROPEAN 

CONVENTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF TORTURE AND INHUMAN OR DEGRADING 

TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT began an investigation into ill-treatment to suspects by the UK  

Police. This follows three successful high court challenges. This involves deaths in custody, a 

problem that the UK police hoped would go away after many such incidents in the 1980's. One 

case they were looking at involved torture by police officers. The Crown prosecution Service 

were yet again criticised over decisions not to pursue ill-treatment prosecutions of officers - one 

high court challenge was against the Director of Public Prosecutions.  

The Committee which was not happy with the way the CPS conducted cases of police torture 

accusations is authorised to carry out broader ranging investigations into police discipline. 

They are to examine why a significant number of police officers escape disciplinary charges, 

despite jury awards of damages to claimants in civil cases for assault, malicious prosecution 

and false imprisonment. They said there were huge failings in the Crown Prosecution 

Service who seemed to fail the public in the evidence of clear wrong-doing by police 

officers and attempted cover-ups by police authorities trying to ignore the problem. The 

Commission intends to inspect documents of the relevant police areas, the police complaints 

authority and the Crown Prosecution Service. ‘We are not here specifically to look into police 

corruption, but it is an issue that needs serious tackling in the U.K.' said one spokesperson. 

Case 431 - Complaints Authority not fit for purpose 

LORD BONHAM-CARTER was once alarmed about the failure to discipline police, which spurred him 

onto putting pen to paper in the public domain. One particular case of a fabricated confession involving 

Anthony O'Callaghan and a subsequent damages award of £30,000. He had spent 76 days in custody 

before being acquitted, and suffered an 'horrific experience'. The Case Judge, Mr Justice Brooke said 

that the verdict by the jury decided that the police had 'cooked up the confessions' --- but even this had 

led to no prosecutions being brought against the police officers, nor had the Authority recommended 

any disciplinary hearings! 

He quoted the Case of Roc Sandford. a man charged with having cannabis who was arrested by Met 

Police during a licensing raid on a Soho club. He was acquitted at Knightsbridge Crown Court.....the 

jury was out for 15 minutes.......and he was awarded £15,000 costs out of police funds, plus £10,000 

damages and £4,000 costs in settlement of a civil case for wrongful arrest, false imprisonment and 

malicious prosecution. The Barrister for Mr Sandford said ‘the drugs came from a stock of drugs kept 

at West End Central for the purpose of planting on people' Six other cases of drug possession were 

dropped by the police....with no disciplinary action against any officer despite accounts of malpractice 

by the police. 

Case 432 - Two cops on forgery charges 

WEST MIDLANDS POLICE OFFICERS STEVEN BAKEWELL and MICHAEL SABIN were charged 

with forgery after falsifying detection figures. The charges relate to documents filed in the year 1995 

and 1996. Both officers were bailed after appearing at Birmingham Crown Court. 

Case 433 - Cop raped nurse in police section house 

POLICE CONSTABLE BARRY BYRNE of the Met Police assaulted the nurse during a party. The 

hospital worker refused his advances yet the constable refused to abide by her words of No, he went 

ahead and raped her. The trial continues. 

Case 434 - Cop runs over pensioner's body in the road 

POLICE CONSTABLE CHRISTOPHER JAYNE of the South Wales force was fined £180 for careless  driving 

by magistrates at Abergavenny. It is not known whether the pensioner was already dead when the 

constable drove over him. Blood was found on the tyres of the officer's car but no impact evidence. 



Case 435 - Off-Duty Police Officer rapes woman 

MERSEYSIDE POLICE CONSTABLE ROY FRASER was charged with raping a woman. He appeared 

before the magistrate's court and given bail. He was arrested by other officers at his home after the 

incident. He has been suspended but police declined to give any details or information. 

Case 436 - Porn video seen by children in a Merseyside Police Station 

CHILDREN WAITING IN A FORMBY POLICE STATION IN MERSEYSIDE claim they saw 

pornographic material after one of the two children turned on a TV in the interview room. Both children 

were put there after being collected in a truancy round-up. The Police Complaints Authority launched 

an investigation into the matter. 

Case 437 - Lawyer tells of threat by Police Chief 

BIRMINGHAM SOLICITOR Mr Steven Jonas told reporters and the court that after he'd made bail 

applications for his client, he was approached and confronted by Detective Chief inspector David 

Speake who appeared to be extremely annoyed. 'He marched up to me and told me he had reported 

me to the Chief Constable and to the DPP for getting access to my client. He came right up to me and 

waved his finger at me saying ‘I will get you for this' 

Case 438 - Wrongful arrest Cops payout £4,112 to Magistrate 

MAGISTRATE DOUGLAS FENN accused Police of making up lies after conducting a 'spy mission on a 

Public Toilet' The magistrate who was arrested for Indecency with a young Asian man said it was 

obvious they were getting bored having not found anyone to arrest, and they justified this by trying to 

take me out. They took their chance and hoped their evidence would stand up said the magistrate who 

regularly sat at Barking Magistrates Court. His lawyer Gary Jacobs said the officers' evidence was not 

believable nor could it stand up to scrutiny. 'Distance and vantage point meant that in no way could an 

officer see what they alleged' The court found Mr Fenn not guilty and ordered police to pay costs of 

£4,112. 

Case 439 - Public Relations Award to Cops in bad taste and insensitive 

NORTHUMBRIA POLICE slammed by parents of a child who was killed by patrol car in Newcastle, 

nominated themselves for a Charted Institute of Public Relations Award over the handling of Hayley 

Adamson's death when a police officer ran into her. The un-named officer was jailed for three years, 

yet the police think they are qualified to claim they did a good job? 

Case 440 - Cop fails in his appeal against jail sentence 

DISGRACED COP ALISTAIR STRACHAN a Dundee police officer began his 18 month jail sentence 

for an assault after judges at the Edinburgh Appeal Court threw out his appeal against a sentence 

awarded at another court for what was described as 'an awful ordeal on a terrifying car trip took 

place in which he punched and stripped 23 year old Vanda Allan.' 

Case 441 - Police Constable on Rape Charge 

POLICE CONSTABLE IAN AMADO-TAYLOR with the Cumbria Police faced rape charges at Carlisle 

Crown Court. He was charged with raping an 18year-old virgin girl, and later assaulted another girl 

aged 19 and to have raped a third girl of 19. The police officer is said to have resigned from the force. 

Case 442 - Drug Cops do a bit of stealing 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE THOMAS KINGSTON, DETECTIVE THOMAS REYNOLDS, DETECTIVE 

TERENCE O CONNOR appeared before the court charged with stealing drugs which had been seized 

in a raid. They then put these drugs out for sale for financial gain said the prosecutor. A fourth 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE NEIL PUTNAM turned 'queens evidence' and testified against his three 

colleagues even though he had been involved. He received a reduced sentence and went to jail for 

four years. The London officers in the South East Region were to be sentenced later. 

Case 443 - Cop charged over making malicious phone calls 

GREENWICH POLICE CONSTABLE GARY PORTER was suspended and charged over making 



sexual and malicious phone calls to around a dozen women. The young women said that they had 

been bombarded by calls from the cop over a period of six years. He was found out when they were 

traced to his mobile phone. 

Case 444 - Drug Cop faces ten charges' 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE BREAKWELL has been mentioned in a High Court writ by two officers who 

are suing the force along with ten charges including selling heroin, discreditable conduct and neglect of 

duties. The cop even appeared on tv in a Panorama show. He was investigated during 'operation 

Gunter' which was looking into what was happening with drugs and money seized in raids. 

Case 445 - Grope Cop appears before Crown Court 

POLICE CONSTABLE EIFION NICHOLAS appeared before Swansea Crown Court on sexual charges 

connected with a search on a woman went on to become an arrestable offence. The offence is said to 

have taken place at the police station. 

Case 446 - Blackmailed Cop stole £90,000 from friends and colleagues 

SENIOR POLICE OFFICER BARRY MASON was jailed for 18 months by a court after hearing how he 

stole money from those around him in order to pay £1,000 a month to a loyalist order in Ulster over a 

period of five years. 

Case 447 - Indecent Assault Cop is Jailed  

ACTING POLICE SERGEANT DAVID CARSON was jailed for four months after indecently assaulting 

two WPC's. The officer based at Bethel Street Police Station, Norwich appeared before Ipswich Crown 

Court. Carson, an officer with commendations touched up the fellow police officers; one in a patrol car 

while he was talking about sex. The other was in the station office where he demanded sex from her. 

Case 448 - Cop tries to swindle investigated jockey 

FORMER DETECTIVE SERGEANT ROBERT HARRINGTON approached jockey Jamie Osborne and 

suggested he pay £2,500 to get an inquiry dropped over price-fixing in horse racing. Osborne phoned 

his lawyers who brought in the police. Harrington was charged with deception and corruption. 

Case 449 - Two cops jailed over torture of girl 

POLICE CONSTABLE JASON HARVEY and POLICE SERGEANT ANDREW KENNEDY were jailed 

over an incident involving two girls. Harvey, who had a previous conviction for assaulting a suspect 

grabbed one of the girls by the hair and handcuffed her whilst threatening to rip her head off. The 

incident happened in Manchester City Centre. Harvey was jailed for 18 months and Kennedy, who 

watched and did nothing was also jailed for misconduct in public office. Kennedy was an officer who 

had served on the force for 27 years. 

Case 450 - Death Crash Inspector over the limit 

FORMER POLICE INSPECTOR KEITH BRIDGES said he felt in control when the car smash in France 

killed his wife and three passengers. The French police found that he was twice over the limit. He 

faced charges of manslaughter, drink-driving and speeding. The Avon and Somerset officer was 

partying with a fellow policeman Anthony Fuller before driving, Fuller lives in France and lots of 

drinking had taken place. 

Case 451 - Boozing Party Cops ignore 999 call out 

Humberside Police are conducting an internal inquiry into the behaviour of the police in Hessle, East 

Yorkshire after a shopkeeper tried to apprehend thieves at his shop and on stopping a patrol car got 

the reply ‘call the cops ' Graham Taylor rang 999 and the station assured him that they were on their 

way. When no one turned up he went to the station and found there was a police party in progress. 

Humberside police said ‘professional standards are probing the matter.' 

Case 452 - Cops leave list of banned drivers in pub bar 

South London Police having a drink in an Earlsfield Public House left a confidential file listing banned 

drink drivers tucked in a newspaper on a table in the bar. The Three page list had offenders names, 



addresses, registrations and other data from court records said Steve Blackshaw who found the file 

after the officers left the Pub. On returning it to the local police station, the cop behind the desk said 

‘It's just one of those things!'  

Case 453 - Frame-up kit carried in patrol car 

THE FLYING SQUAD CARRIES FRAME-UP KIT JUST IN CASE? It was discovered that cars driven 

by the elite squad often carried a kit of imitation guns, masks and burglary tools when they went out on 

operations such as stakeouts, raids and ambushes. It is said they were there to bolster evidence 

against suspects so that convictions could be more successful. It was also used in case they shot an 

unarmed suspect in which case a gun was planted so they could say the suspect pointed a gun at an 

officer -- this would justify opening fire. Three case have been reopened and are going to the Court of 

Appeal based on the officers who arrested them. The Internal Investigation unit are said to be looking 

into allegations of corruption. 

Case 454 - Jail sentences for two thug cops 

POLICE CONSTABLE STEVE WATSON and POLICE CONSTABLE BARRY VARDON were jailed for 

three months each after a court watched video evidence of the officers beating up Peter Crane of 

Bedford. They handcuffed him and carried on with the brutal assault just minutes after he had been 

running away from a gang of ten men who came after him and a friend. Peter was beaten, but 

managed to run. On seeing the two cops he thought he was in safe hands, but this turned out so 

wrong and in some ways was a lot worse. Peter suffered a broken nose, a black eye and multiple 

bruising to his body, he was also held for 18 hours in a cell. The officers had the cheek to charge him 

with assaulting them and fabricated statements to support this with colleagues. After magistrates saw 

the video, they dismissed the charges and jailed the two officers. Both officers were ordered to pay 

him £500 compensation. Peter is planning to sue the Bedfordshire Police. His father, an ex-cop was 

shocked, he said ‘when I saw the video it looked like a scene from the Rodney King beating in the 

USA.' 

Case 455 - £70 million on policing quango 

The National Policing Improvements Agency spent over £70 million of taxpayers money hiring 

consultants who wanted £71.4 million for their services. The agency said a tight funding settlement 

and a wide and complex portfolio of inherited activities posed difficulties in the early days of 

establishing the new agency?  

Case 456 - Cops join in the expenses game 

SARA THORNTON CHIEF CONSTABLE OF THE THAMES VALLEY POLICE claimed £135 the cost of 

hiring a suit for her partner, despite earning £150,000 a year. Miss Thornton also claimed £1,887.70 in 

other expenses. The CHIEF CONSTABLE OF HAMPSHIRE, ALEX MARSHALL claimed £357.90p for 

food and 50p for a car park ticket. ASSISTANT CHIEF CONSTABLE BRIAN LANGSTON who earns 

£89,106 a year claimed expenses of £2,588.55 which included £245 to paint his home. Thames Valley 

Police claimed it was all allowed within regulations. 

Case 457 - The Cops, the Stork Club, and Spanking Sessions 

This could be a case of morals in high places? The Stork Club in London offered the right kind of 

service to the police. Hostess Charlotte told the reporter ‘We get the police in here all the time, we 

have to look after them or we would get closed down for prostitution.' On the private list is sex, oral sex 

and a caning at £250. The policeman punters allow us to operate so long as we tend to their needs 

first. We also serve champagne and sandwiches she said. She was then joined by Diane who  

mentioned that there was a fee of £50 for the agency. 

Case 458 - Solicitor hits out at Uncivil, rude and dismissive Police 

LAWYER PETER LAWRENCE hit out at the North Yorkshire Police describing their attitude as uncivil, 

rude and dismissive when dealing with the public. This outburst of ill-feeling was over the poor way the 

investigation into the disappearance of his daughter was going. He said there was also a lack of 

openness' and excessive secrecy in the way they chose who, what and where they were willing to 

discuss things. THE NATIONAL POLICING IMPROVEMENT AGENCY has been brought in for a 



second time to carry out a review of the investigation? 

It's taken this solicitor some time to realize the attitude the police have throughout all the separate 

forces, one would have thought he'd seen it in his dealings with them at some stage earlier. This 

laughable National Policing Improvement Agency must be a joke, to improve the police would take a 

miracle? 

SO AS THE POLICE DON'T GET THE IDEA THAT IT'S ONLY THE JUDGES AND LAWYERS INTO 

KINKY SPANKING WE LIST A FEW OF THE COPS THAT ARE INTO IT TOO. 

Case 459 - Cop in spanking and vice show  

POLICE CONSTABLE BOB STEVENSON performed in show thrashing a drunken T A Soldier's 

buttocks with a belt, stripping girls and finishing it all off with squirty cream. The cop who worked at 

Slough Police Station in Berkshire collected cash for the show that was held at the Rose Public house 

in Maidenhead. The cop told the reporter he could provide and arrange anything at a price. 

Case 460 - Police Constable stole to get books on spanking  

COP GRAHAM FEARON was jailed for three years by Wakefield Crown Court for committing offences 

of theft and burglary. He admitted to assaulting two eleven-year old boys and smacking their bottoms 

after catching them in a derelict building. A search of his home revealed a mountain of spanking 

magazines and pictures of corporal punishment. The court heard how he embarked on theft in order to 

get extra cash for his fetish. 

Case 461 - Two Cops suspended over caning antics 

A POLICE CONSTABLE AND POLICE WOMAN were suspended after colleagues raided a health club 

suspected of allowing kinky sex sessions. The officers were removed and remain un-named after 

owner Monica Shenton who was fined £500 said the male officer enjoyed being caned. The two 

officers from Stoke-on-Trent were to be interviewed over their involvement at the Sunsplash Centre. 

Case 462 - Spanking Cop faces dismissal 

POLICE CONSTABLE DAVID BELLWOOD faced dismissal for 'neglecting his duties and bringing 

discredit to the force' after he was discovered to be having kinky romps with Carol Conway whilst on 

his beat as a community policeman. Neighbours would see his patrol car parked outside the girl's 

house in Biggleswade, Bedfordshire. Neighbours were well aware of Bellwood's spanking games 

and Bellwood was brought to book when Carol found out he was having another affair. Bellwood 

was already married. 

Case 463 - Police Sergeant told Massage girl to spank him 

SERGEANT ALAN BURTON was giving evidence at court when it was revealed that he asked the girl 

to give him a lesson in correction and said he'd like a good smacking. She said I told him I could not 

do it in the parlour because the walls were too thin. Acton Crown Court heard that the Sergeant was 

doing it for evidence and mentioned spanking to withdraw from the Orchid Club. This was denied by 

the girl who said ‘he knew what he said because we don't offer that kind of service.' 

Case 464 - WPC performed in spanking videos 

COP SARAH ALLAM was hiding her own secret as she helped nail a racist cop - John Blott of the 

Cleveland Police. Sarah was involved in a World Tickets Scam when it was revealed that she 

appeared in spanking videos and took pills. Sarah admitted to doing blue movies as a sideline and 

intended to resign after the news was printed despite the force being overjoyed that vile cop Blatt faced 

a long jail sentence. 

Case 465 - Cop beat boys buttocks because he liked it 

BURLY COP PAUL KEANEY enjoyed spanking and caning youngsters so much so that he managed to 

go undetected. The facts came to light when he left the force and ran a home for boys. It was found 

out that for years he beat boy's bare bottoms regularly for the slightest offence, but no-one dared speak 

out. The many accounts were exposed by a diary of one boy and the seizing of diaries belonging to 



Keaney. 

Case 466 - Motorcycle Cop approached girls to smack their bottoms 

POLICE CONSTABLE PETER BREWER of the Met Police resigned from the force just as he was 

about to face an inquiry. It was said that the motorcycle cop pulled alongside cars that had women in 

them and made sexual innuendos about spanking and naughty girls. One young woman came forward 

and said the cop flagged her down three times a week saying ‘You know you've been a naughty girl, 

and naughty girls get their bottoms smacked.' The cop from Hayes, declined to answer questions by 

investigators and sent them a written statement in his resignation. 

Case 467 - Child Cop Protection Officer in Porn Movie Inquiry 

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PETER HILL of the Child Protection Team was suspended after it was 

discovered he copied seized pornographic videos on a machine in his own office. The porn movies 

were ordered to be destroyed after cases, but the inspector secretly copied them for himself. The 

Detective from the team at Northwood, Middlesex, was immediately suspended and a search of his 

home produced a cache of porn videos. 

Case 468 - Cops regular clients at Spanking Club     

THE STORK CLUB in London are proud to disclose that they have many police customers, 

Charlotte said to the reporter --’We get police in here all the time, we have to look after them or we 

would get closed down for prostitution in seconds.' A good time is offered said Charlotte, ‘sex, 

oral sex and a caning, all for £250 a time.' Susse's provided Sophie on a personal service, and 

she told us ‘I get all sorts really, but richer all sorts in the main and I've even got policemen 

punters.' 

Case 469 - Corruption Case backfires on police 

HERTFORDSHIRE POLICE - namely DETECTIVE CHIEF INSPECTOR GRAHAM HUNT and 

DETECTIVE SUPERINTENDENT STEPHEN READ accused and arrested Journalist Neville Thurlbeck 

on a charge of corruption involving one of their own officers - DETECTIVE CONSTABLE RICHARD 

FARMER, who they said had taken payment from the journalist to gain computer information. Neville 

Thurlbeck was thrown into a cell and had papers and computer equipment seized. The incompetent 

officers failed to find out that the journalist was registered with the National Criminal Intelligence 

Service. 

PROSECUTION CPS LAWYER STEPHEN KRAMER QC conducted the case knowing ‘there is no 

direct evidence of payment from Thurlbeck to Farmer ' it was all based on circumstantial mishandling. 

The trial was wound up at Luton Crown Court halfway through at a staggering cost of £1.2million, and 

what of the officers who should have been on charges of perverting the course of justice or misconduct 

in public office? nothing! they simply walked away! 

Case 470 - Cop uses the law to conceal the truth 

SERGEANT TERENCE CLARKSON may appear to be a fine upstanding officer of the law to some, but 

this Hampshire cop places little value on truth and relies on the tactics of ‘masquerade' when silencing 

a foe. This officer used an event to make himself look like an innocent party -- easily done when you 

know you have driven the man you laugh at to desperate lengths. Concealing his own actions using 

the blue uniform has been done by many cops listed on this page and in the bent cop list -- and they all 

cry ‘innocent ' Ex-Royal Navy Lieutenant Commander Andrew Goodhall doesn't just attack a cop, -- a 

sergeant and risk everything, no, there is more to this Sergeant Clarkson than meets the eye. Perhaps 

if we send our Private Investigator Richard Barrymore to look into his past, there may be some worms 

that have not seen the light of day. Mr. Goodhall outranks this cop in a pro rata point of view, and it is 

sad or possibly convenient to the police and CPS that the Navy were not present to dispel the battering 

the prosecution made. Knowing the CPS they could have actually tampered with this side of things and 

made calls to the Navy to steer clear and offer no character references, thus making a clear position to 

having the man discredited and seen as a pathetic accuser. CPS Lawyers are by nature - liars. 



Case 471 - Racist Cops face inquiry over conduct in case 

LANCASHIRE POLICE were to be investigated over claims that they allowed thugs to conduct a 

campaign of racial violence against shopkeeper Mal Hussein. Despite being attacked regularly, on one 

occasion he was being punched by two men, the police actually charged him with intent to cause 

grievous bodily harm when all he was doing was to try and protect his home. Hundreds of incidents 

were logged with the police over a period of two years -- and all the police had to say was -- ‘we were 

a little slow on the uptake ' The Hussein's were finally forced to move in order to escape the frequent 

attacks, the police got away with their attitude again!!    

Case 472 - Cops make up their own laws 

H. JONES of SWANSEA said ‘I have seen police regularly speeding along roads and motorways while 

talking into a mobile, radio and handset. I was not aware of any exemption in the law for police officers 

regarding being in proper control of a moving vehicle.' 

Case 473 - How to bribe the Cops 

LAURIE TAYLOR went undercover in the criminal world, aided by John Mc Vicar for support. He 

visited THE ALBION a pub in Ludgate Circus, London. Two cops were involved in a scuffle on the 

floor, the cops were - DETECTIVE SUPERINTENDENT JOHN KEANE and DETECTIVE INSPECTOR 

BERNARD GENT. Although they resembled average villains, they got to their feet and said ‘Don't 

worry, we're cops'. 

KEENE'S scuffle on the floor with Gent concerned the snatching of a tape recorder from Inspector Gent 

who had this machine in his pocket. The scuffle followed an agreement of accepting a £10,000 bribe 

in return for doing his best to secure the release of a man involved in a robbery. 

It emerged at The Old Bailey, that Superintendent Keane knew the suspect rather well and 

subsequently phoned Bernard Gent to meet him so that he could find out ‘if anything could be 

arranged ' Gent was the officer in charge of the case. 

Police Corruption allegations were hardly sensational at the time, plenty of it was going on if you knew 

where to look, -- and if a criminal mentioned he'd paid 'two grand' it was no surprise. 

DETECTIVE SUPERINTENDENT GOT THREE YEARS FOR CORRUPTION. 

Case 474 - Former Cop tells of colleagues who used confiscated drugs 

MET COP GREG SIMPSON told reporters how colleagues smoked cannabis, took ecstasy tablets and 

cocaine from bundles that were kept in the evidence lockers. he said ‘now that I have left the force 

there is nothing to stop me telling you that we used to take the drugs off the kids and keep it for 

ourselves. When things were a bit thin on the ground we'd organise a locker raid, but one had to be 

discreet and careful.' I used to smoke cannabis at the police section house and nobody really cared. I 

became quite addicted to the drugs and in the end there were a number of cops who regularly stole 

and took bribes to get a fix. The top brass never knew, even though they often claim they know 

everything, it's rubbish really, we always dodged them and kept it between a few of us. I was never 

caught doing drugs, but I was caught drink/driving and left the force voluntarily.' 

Case 475 - Fraud Office Cops Forge letter 

It has been revealed that a second forged letter by a Fraud Office Policeman - the letter said to have 

come from a London Solicitor David Freeman, suggested that his client Mr. Virani might jump bail on 

fraud charges. Inquiries prompted by Alex Carlisle a QC has shown the letters were prepared by one or 

more police officers who were then working as part of the SFO. The fake letters were spotted only 

when they were to be entered into the courtroom. The Attorney General Sir Nicholas Lyell requested 

that the SFO boss explain the fake letters.  

THIS BRIEF UPDATE IS ONLY PART OF THE WAITING FILE, AND ALL THE ITEMS AND POLICE 

MENTIONED ON THIS PAGE ARE SEPARATE FROM THE LIST OF POLICE IN THE COPS LIST 

WHICH YOU CAN GO TO FOR MORE ON BENT COPS. THE ONES FEATURED HERE ARE IN 



ADDITION TO THE 508 BENT COPS ON THE LIST. 

Case 476 - Cop escapes driving ban on ‘special' grounds 

POLICE CHIEF INSPECTOR JOHN ARMSTRONG of The Met Police obviously pulled the old pals 

favour card when he escaped a driving ban for a drink/driving offence. The Cop was caught after 

leaving a pub in Hertfordshire and breathalysed. Hampstead Magistrates just fined him £300 despite 

the fact that he could have caused an accident or run someone down. The policeman from Chinnor, 

in Oxfordshire must have had some favours to pull in or friends in the CPS. 

Case 477 - Demotion for Drink/Drive Police Chief in Manchester 

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT STEWART HINDLEY was convicted of drink/driving after pleading guilty to 

criminal conduct before a disciplinary hearing. It was heard that he had appeared before Rochdale 

Magistrates and was fined £300 and banned for 18 months. The Wigan Divisional Commander was 

demoted, but no spokesperson was willing to speak to the press after the hearing? 

Case 478 - Cop in toilet pick up finds himself arrested 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT DAVID SKIRVIN of the Lancashire Police was arrested in a sting observing 

toilets where males picked up other males for sex. He was charged with 'importuning in a public 

lavatory' and arrested by officers from the Merseyside Police. The officer who lives in Longton near 

Preston was bailed to appear before magistrates. 

Case 479 - Drunk Cops of elite crime unit cause affray in pub 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT MARK HOSTY, and DETECTIVE CONSTABLES KEVIN BUXTON, PAUL 

ATTENBOROUGH, and PERVEEZ RASHID were found to be in a drunk and disorderly state as they 

caused a rumpus in the bar of a public house. All four have been put on CID duties after appearing 

before NOTTINGHAM POLICE BOSS Detective Superintendent Mike Ward. They are to face a 

Disciplinary inquiry after the force had recently given assurances of a crackdown on hooliganism within 

the force. 

Case 480 - Speeding Traffic Cop uses squad car for six fellow cops in pub 

POLICE CONSTABLE DAVIDSON IRVINE was clocked by cameras doing 130 mph as he drove home 

six fellow cops he picked up from the pub. It was discovered he was still on duty when he chose to 

give these cops a lift home after a drinking session. It was stated that he may face charges of 

dangerous or reckless driving. The cop has now been transferred to uniform duties pending the 

outcome of an internal investigation? Irvine claimed he had been stitched up by police force chiefs who 

didn't like him. 

Case 481 - Data Misuse Cop is fined over illegal use   

POLICE CONSTABLE ANDREW SKORSKI of the Gloucestershire Police was fined £150 by the Bristol 

Crown Court after being convicted of one count of illegal misuse of personal data via the National 

Police Records Computer. It was heard that he was tracing the former wife's lover using a colleague to 

trace a car registration number he'd obtained. Strangely, the colleague here has been given immunity 

and an identification blackout? 

Case 482 - Cops in CS Spray incident on a Chef make up story 

POLICE CONSTABLES STUART WALES and MARK HOOLEY made quite a gaff when they sprayed 

a man who was trying to get in his own house. The officers leapt on Mr Madley as he tried to get in his 

home when he found he had no keys with him. He told them he lived there and they could check, but 

they continued their assault and he ended up spending time in a cell. The officers even met up with the 

wife of the man and said they had caught a burglar. Magistrates cleared him of the alleged offence and 

dismissed the charge of threatening behaviour against the officers. Mr Madley has made an official 

complaint against the South Wales Police indicating that the two cops once they discovered there was 

a mistake, invented the threat story to cover up their actions. 

Case 483 - Cop shops Detective after he steals watch from station safe 

DETECTIVE WILLIAM ROBERTS a former Special Branch Officer of Luton appeared before Luton 



Crown Court on charges of theft after he was reported for wearing a watch he took from the safe after 

it was booked in with other stolen property. His pal Detective Constable Andrew Stone shopped him 

after he saw Stone wearing it at a card game. Roberts was jailed for four months. 

Case 484 - Police Station Thefts -- 2 Cops Suspended 

CCTV CAMERAS at the Ellesmere Port Police Station caught one officer stealing a special soccer shirt 

which was a signed Brazilian World Cup Edition. A Detective and police constable were nicked in the 

separate incidents. Both officers were not named and the police would only say that a file was being 

prepared for the DPP. 

Case 485 - Investigating Officer steals from victim 

POLICE CONSTABLE ALLEN ROBERTS appeared before Nottingham Crown Court on charges of 

theft whilst attending a call out concerning a burglary. It was said that he almost got away with the 

perfect crime, as he attended an incident at a newsagents, which had suffered a break-in. On seeing a 

bag of money he assumed that it had been taken with a hoard of cigarettes, which had been 

mentioned by the shopkeeper, so he grabbed it and listed it as stolen in his report. However, when 

further interviews were made by CID the shopkeeper said the raider had missed the bag of cash and 

had only taken £2,500 worth of cigarettes. The police constable was jailed for six months had 

commendations for his police work? 

Case 486 - The Police Fund Disappearance and Cop arrested 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE NEIL PUTTNAM of The Met Cops was arrested by CIB2 after it was 

embarrassed by the way their accountant ANTHONY WILLIAMS scammed £5million of funds meant to 

pay for anti-terrorist operations. Williams was finally caught and jailed for just over 7 years. Another   

un-named Detective has been suspended over plundering the fund to the tune of £110,000. Puttnam 

has been charged with taking £800 and supplying cannabis. His arrest was kept secret and his 

appearance before Bow St Magistrates was also hidden by JP's. Puttnam worked in the South East 

Regional Crime Squad, mentioned already on this page for criminal activities.' 

Case 487 - Cop gets 2 years for harassment of victim 

POLICE SERGEANT TIMOTHY STEPHENS received a two year jail sentence after appearing before 

a jury at St. Albans Crown Court. It was heard that he stalked and harassed his female victim whist 

being an officer in the Bedfordshire Police Force. Stephens from Ampthill, Flitwick, received 

commendations in his 17 year career, committed the indecent assault on the Leighton woman, his ex- 

wife. 

Case 488 - Moonlighting Cops escape justice using ill health grounds 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT THOMAS BRADLEY - DETECTIVE CONSTABLE BARRY PORTER- 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT IAN MARTIN, whilst drawing salaries from the Met Police also worked for 

Television Mogul Reg Grundy, supplying him with personal protection. The cops escaped disciplinary 

charges on hearing they were about to be collared and went sick. Bradley and Martin were suspended 

and 17 offences were listed. Porter was to face 7 charges, but all three played the ‘sick' card, and after 

consulting solicitors they were granted ill-health pensions of £18,000 a year. 

Case 489 - Nuisance Calls Inspector appears in court 

POLICE INSPECTOR STEPHEN LAWMAN of the Lancashire Police appeared before Preston 

Magistrates Court charged with making pest calls to a Mrs Sharrock who worked at the County 

Council. The cop denied making the calls via his cordless phone and claimed it had a problem, but 

this lie was exposed when a BT engineer told the court that it was almost impossible for this model of 

phone to be hijacked by any other caller because of its inbuilt security signals. The Police officer of 27 

years caused the woman to seek refuge after BT traced all the calls to his phone. 

Case 490 - Expenses fraud Police Chief on theft charges 

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT COLIN MACDONALD of The West Midlands Police Force was suspended 

and due to appear before Birmingham Magistrates charged with several counts of theft in connection 

with an expenses fraud. The Cop from the Queen's Road Police Station was arrested and charged 



when the fraud was discovered. 

Case 491 - Midlands Drug Cops on fiddle are dismissed 

DETECTIVE CONSTABLE RICHARD HOUSTON and DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PATRICK SULLIVAN 

were both fired over stolen cannabis and missing cash. Sullivan a cop for 22 years and Houston 18 

years were dismissed for disreputable conduct. Another four officers from the the same crime team 

have received fines and reprimands for their part a statement said. It was said by informant Pat 

Wheeler, that the officers had arranged for £150,000 worth of cannabis to be stolen from the station 

strong room and offered to him. It was said that officers in charge of the evidence locker that contains  

drugs and seized cash etc, have been changed in the light of this. 

Case 492 - Drugs and Conspiracy Cop is charged 

WEST YORKSHIRE POLICE CONSTABLE NEIL HAIGH appeared before Halifax Magistrates on 

charges that he made attempts to pervert the course of justice with two other men after being arrested 

on drugs charges of possessing amphetamines with intent to supply. The Dewsbury police officer was 

remanded in custody. 

Case 493 - Rape Cop is jailed for four years 

POLICE CONSTABLE MICHAEL FIGGINS of the Wales Force - Dyfed Powys Police was convicted of 

raping a woman when he appeared before Swansea Crown Court. The 18 stone cop sexually attacked 

the woman after she had shown a kindness in cooking him a meal. Although said to be her lover, the 

cop took it into his mind that he could have sex whenever he demanded it. 

Case 494 - Pensioner is sprayed with CS gas by irate cop 

POLICE CONSTABLE ANDREW TAYLOR of the Bedfordshire Police appeared before Luton Crown 

Court on charges that he unlawfully used the spray in an unprovoked manner on a pensioner. The 

Pensioner was said to have parked on a double line and was dropping off his disabled wife at the 

hairdresser's. The Policeman driving in a patrol car behind the pensioner shouted angrily at him when 

he stopped. Taylor, the cop car driver got out of the car and became aggressive. The seriousness of the 

charge amounted to occasioning actual bodily harm the prosecution said. The fellow officer in the car 

was not called and held back by the force who refused to comment. 

Case 495 - Cop in fight with Senior Officer 

POLICE CONSTABLE ROBERT HAMILTON found himself being accused of assault after being found 

with another man in a cubicle at a Public Toilets. He said he was on a 'clean-up crusade against 

perverts' when questioned over the incident that led to him hitting a senior officer. A Tyneside Jury 

cleared him of assault against the other officer! 

Case 496 - Cop four times over limit is booked for drink/driving 

POLICE CONSTABLE FAHKER MALIK of the South Yorkshire Police is the third cop from the same 

force to be caught drink/driving in just one month. The Rotherham based constable was banned by 

Sheffield Magistrates and was due for sentencing later. 

Case 497 - Merseyside Cops in car scam worth £500,000 

FIVE MERSEYSIDE COPS are to be investigated over a car scam that netted £500,000. Merseyside's 

DETECTIVE CHIEF INSPECTOR JIM FITZSIMMONS of the National Criminal Intelligence Service's 

drug liaison is to be brought in over the illegal importing of cars from Europe to Britain. Another  

Merseyside officer has been arrested in connection with the scam and three others are expected to be 

arrested over the importing of 400 vehicles. 

Case 498 - Liverpool JP says Police lie in Court 

NIGEL TAYLOR a JP for 21 years in Liverpool attacked the police for committing perjury in court, and 

said that some cops deliberately try to mislead the courts -- it's only now and then they trip themselves 

up under cross examination' he said. Speaking out after a case ‘where police fitted-up' a man after 

they decided he was homosexual and needed dealing with. Other obvious lying came to light in a traffic 

case where it was obvious both police officers had colluded. He concluded these cops were left in the 



main unmonitored and free to indulge in perverting the course of justice when the situation appealed to 

them. 

Case 499 - Hero Detective assaults fellow cop 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT ADRIAN TYSON of the Essex Police is to be charged with assault and is 

due to appear before magistrates at Southend. It is stated that he assaulted fellow cop Paul Daley 

following an incident at a police party bash. The Essex police declined to comment on the case. 

Case 500 - Police Inspector stalked colleague after complaint 

POLICE INSPECTOR COLIN MEADS of the Met Police was charged with harassment by a woman pc 

after an incident at Heathrow Airport when she called for the assistance of fellow officers. She feared 

for her safety when the Inspector harassed and attacked her in a corridor. It is said the Inspector was 

outraged by the fact she had criticised him over a case. The tribunal in Croydon heard how the 

Inspector would not leave her alone. 

Case 501 - Cop bragged about sexual prowess and rape 

POLICE CONSTABLE JOHN BLOTT of the Cleveland Police was found guilty of raping two teenagers. 

Blott was convinced he'd get off so much so that during the trial he went off to play cricket saying to 

force pals that he was bound to get off despite his crime. However, the jury did not find him so 

appealing and they brought in a guilty verdict -- Blott was remanded for sentencing. 

Case 502 - Boozy female cop drives on 3 tyres down motorway 

POLICE CONSTABLE JOAN THORPE was three times over the drink limit when she was finally 

stopped on the M13 near Barnsley in West Yorkshire. Sparks were flying from the wheels as she 

drove erratically on just three tyres. The court banned her from driving for 30 months and she was put 

on probation for two years. 

Case 503 - Deception Cop jailed for 15 months 

POLICE CONSTABLE ANDREW MAGOWAN of the Lancashire Police, was so heavy into debt 

because of gambling conned victims out of £40,000 to pay them off. It was said he used his warrant 

card to assure people he was a fit person to trust? He pleaded guilty to 16 charges of obtaining cash 



by deception and was jailed for fifteen months by the Liverpool Crown Court. 

Case 504 - Cop tips off brother about intended arrest 

POLICE CONSTABLE ANDREW POULTNEY of the Bedfordshire Police was hauled up before the 

Deputy Chief Constable after it was discovered he called his brother Stephen that the police were 

going to arrest him for drink/driving. Poultney based at Luton was cautioned and disciplined so it is 

said. 

Case 505 - Met Cop on Drugs Charges 

POLICEWOMAN MAUREEN BUTLER appeared before Exeter Crown Court on charges of possessing 

cannabis with intent to supply. It was stated that the Met Cop of London is now a resident of Exeter 

and lives in Alford Crescent. She was committed for trial. 

Case 506 - Cop sets up other cops in drug bust 

A Southwark Crown Court Judge ruled out a jail sentence on CONSTABLE JOHN CAPELLO and 

CONSTABLE KEITH ROBERTS of the Paddington Green Police Station when he heard that another 

policeman POLICE CONSTABLE HALLIWELL decided to frame them in order to sell a story to a 

Sunday Newspaper. Even though both the police officers supplied Halliwell with drugs the judge 

sentenced them to 200 hours community work instead of prison. Judge Norman said that in view of the 

circumstances in that another cop 'fitted them up' he was inclined to think Halliwell was the true villain 

who used information on them to bring about their downfall and capitalize on it with cash for the story. 

 


